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Throughout year linked to arts early learning goals (Expressive Arts and Design - 16 and 17)
Collage

Drawing

Painting

3D Form

Drawing

Printing

Scene from traditional
tale using variety of
media.

Observational drawings
of animals.

Paint scenery and skyline
from Great Fire.

Use junk modelling material
to create Shard End e.g.
houses/shops
library/church/local points of
interest.

Sketch a patterned pirate
flag.

Use fingerprints to create
minibeast garden e.g.
flowers and minibeasts.
Draw detail in pen.

Drawing

Collage

3D Form

Printing

Painting

Drawing

Sketching animals
from both imagination
and observation.

Create a collage of toys
from years gone by in
the shape of another
toy.

Chn to create 3D crown for
Queen Elizabeth’s coronation.

Each child create a patterned
tile from different countries
and print on class mural.

Create a weather scene
picture for all four seasons.

Create self-portraits,
continuous line portraits
and portraits of friends.

3D Form

Drawing

Painting

Collage

Printing

Create a Roman
mosaic.

Sketch a drawing of a
Viking longboat.

Paint in the style of Picasso
or Dali.

Create a healthy plate using
pop art style.

Use a range of materials
and mediums to create
flower prints.

Painting
Art vs science
experiments

Drawing

Collage

Printing/3D

Painting

Drawing

3D Form

Water wash background of
Egyptian scene with silhouette
of pyramids.

Observations drawings of
different objects using
tone to show light/dark/
shadows etc.

Create wire sculptures
of different animals.

Printing

Painting/Collage

Use printing tile to
create a Willow Pattern.
Print on class mural in
shades of blue.

Create Jackson Pollock
style background and use
collaged planets over top.

Drawing
Sketch the human figure
(proportion and shape).

Collage
Create a rainforest
collage.

SATS prep

Collage
Create collage of what
Hillstone means to them
using images and
photographs.

Sketch Birmingham
sky line or famous
landmark.

Create mehndi patterns
using colour and
different textures

Drawing
Sketch Houses of
Parliament.

3D Form
Use clay to create
Greek pot (coil
technique).

Painting

Printing

Volcano painting.

Create a print to
represent a
Shakespeare play.

Create prints from different
types of rock and use clay
to make fossils.

Drawing/printing
Draw witness sketches focusing on detail of human
face and create giant picture of fingerprint using own
fingerprints.

